Meet the Authors
Every Tuesday in June at 6:30 at the Lawrence Memorial Library,
40 North St, Bristol

June 4th: Yvonne Daley, Going Up the Country
In the late 1960s and '70s, thousands of young migrants, largely from the cities and
suburbs of New York and Massachusetts, turned their backs on the establishment of the
1950s and moved to the back woods, small towns and cities of rural Vermont, spawning a
revolution that impacted the state's politics, agriculture, education, business practices, and
culture.

June 11th: JC Myers, Junkyard at No Town
Deep-rooted mysteries link incongruous neighbors and illicit livelihoods, impossible loves
and unlikely devotions -- a house burns, water mysteriously flows and disappears, and
people, too, change course, ignite, vanish or die. Readers will long remember the
intertwined and braided tales that reveal Junkyard at No Town’s vulnerable secrets, its sins
and its virtues – and our own.

June 18th: Sarah Ward, Aesop Lake
One warm May night at the town reservoir, seventeen-year-old Leda Keogh sees her
boyfriend do something awful. She wants to forget it ever happened, but David needs her
to be his alibi--and is willing to destroy her family if she refuses. Trapped, Leda must
choose between the truth, her boyfriend, and her family.

Jackson Ellis, Lords of St. Thomas
Lords of St. Thomas details the tragedies and conflicts endured by a family fighting an
unwinnable battle, and their hectic and terrifying escape from the flood waters that finally
surge across the threshold of their front door. Surprisingly, it also shows that, sometimes,
you can go home again, as Little Henry returns to St. Thomas 60 years later, after Lake
Mead recedes, to retrieve a treasure he left behind―and to fulfill a promise he made as a
child.

June 25th: Rick Winston, Red Scare in the Green Mountains
What happened in Vermont when the anti-Communist fear known as the "Red Scare" swept
the country? Quite a bit, as it turns out. We see how a small, rural "rock-ribbed Republican"
state with a historically libertarian streak handled the hysteria of the time. There were
several fascinating stories in the Green Mountains, including a high-profile academic firing,
a conservative senator who helped take down Joseph McCarthy, controversies involving
left-leaning summer residents, and some veteran newspaper editors who spoke out against
McCarthy's tactics.

